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INTRODUCTION
Just one week after taking office, President Trump signed Executive Order 13769, which banned travel from
seven predominantly Muslim countries – Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, and Yemen – for ninety days.1
The impact of this “Muslim ban” was immediate, dramatic, and highly visible: travelers were detained at airports
and prevented from boarding planes to the United States as family and friends waited anxiously for their arrival.
The ban’s repudiation of America’s commitment to religious freedom and nondiscrimination generated protests
around the country. It was enjoined by federal courts around the country as discriminatory, until the Supreme
Court allowed a limited portion of it to go forward. But the ban was just the beginning. According to Executive
Order 13769 and its successor, Executive Order 13780, the ban was just a temporary measure, designed to pave
the way for the indefinite suspension of travel from certain countries as well as “extreme vetting.”
The new regime, which is just coming into view, operates as a de facto Muslim ban. First, starting in May 2017,
the State Department began implementing new vetting procedures for certain categories of visa applicants, the
burden of which will likely fall most heavily on Muslims. Further, on September 24, 2017, President Trump
issued a proclamation that indefinitely bars almost all travel to the United States from six Muslim-majority
countries (Chad, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Syria, and Yemen), 2 and subjects Iraqi nationals to “additional scrutiny.” 3
Although the proclamation also bans travel from North Korea (from which a negligible number of people
come to the U.S.) and some government officials from Venezuela, its impact is overwhelmingly on Muslims.
There is ample evidence that this is by design. Beginning on December 7, 2015, when then-candidate Trump
called for a “total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States,” the president made his goal
crystal clear, repeatedly. 4 Despite months of litigation accusing the president of intentional religious
discrimination, that campaign pledge remained online until May 2017. 5 Extreme vetting and the Muslim ban
are ways of fulfilling this promise. As Trump himself said in the second presidential debate, “[t]he Muslim ban
is something that in some form has morphed into an extreme vetting from certain areas of the world…” 6 More
recently, with the travel ban stopped by courts, Trump was even more explicit, tweeting: “In any event we are
EXTREME VETTING people coming into the U.S. in order to help keep our country safe. The courts are
slow and political!” 7
These measures are only part of the administration’s broader nationalistic, isolationist agenda which includes
plans to cut legal immigration in half over a decade; 8 rescind protections for “Dreamers,” undocumented young
adults who were brought to the U.S. as children; 9 substantially increase arrests of undocumented people; 10 and
build a wall on the U.S./Mexico border. 11 The Trump agenda would also put a damper on travel to the United
States by slowing down visa application processing, 12 and increasing the required paperwork by “double, triple
or more.” 13
The administration’s claim that travel bans and extreme vetting are necessary to protect the nation against
terrorist threats from overseas is unsupported by evidence and – particularly in the context of the president’s
stated goal of banning Muslims – seems pretextual. Multiple federal courts were unconvinced by the
administration’s argument that national security required a cessation of travel from certain countries. 14 And as
a federal appellate court recently pointed out: “There is no finding that present vetting standards are inadequate,
and no finding that absent the improved vetting procedures there likely will be harm to our national interests.” 15
Indeed, empirical studies show that the risk of a deadly attack on U.S. soil by a foreigner who has been
improperly vetted is infinitesimally small. This is not surprising: The process for screening foreign nationals
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entering the U.S. is rigorous and the U.S. has one of the world’s most thorough visa vetting systems. 16
Applicants not only face an imposing legal standard aimed at ensuring that those planning to visit the U.S. do
not intend to stay in the country, but are also are run through a gamut of national security checks. 17 Concerns
are treated seriously: Anyone flagged for additional review is thoroughly examined by security officials, a process
that can take months.
Nonetheless, the Trump administration appears committed to banning travel from certain Muslim-majority
countries and adding further burdens to the already robust visa screening process.
First, the administration has instituted indefinite bans in place of the temporary ones, which again seem targeted
as Muslims. The new rules stem from a “worldwide review,” mandated by the initial Muslim ban order, to
determine whether additional information would be required from some countries to properly adjudicate visa
applications. 18 Although the administration has sought to the paint the process for deciding which countries
were blacklisted as an objective exercise, it clearly also allowed for substantial discretion to be exercised.
According to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 47 countries were found to be “inadequate” or “at
risk” of becoming “inadequate” in meeting “global requirements for information sharing” related to identity
verification and cooperation on counterterrorism matters. 19 But in the end, the president selected eight nations
for sanctions, citing “other risk factors” (e.g., significant terrorist presence within a country’s territory) and
“foreign policy, national security, and counterterrorism goals”. 20 These malleable considerations can be and
were used to justify selective and sweeping travel restrictions. Indeed, the weight of the sanctions fell primarily
on Muslim countries, five of which were on the original Muslim ban list. The addition of North Korea and
certain Venezuelan government officials to the blacklist seems to have little to do with the stated
counterterrorism purpose of the initiative. Only a tiny number of travelers would be affected (just 109 visas
were issued to North Korean nationals in 2016, for example 21) and neither country has a history of sponsoring
terrorism in the United States. 22
Second, the Trump administration has begun imposing additional requirements on those still eligible for a visa
to enter the United States. According to the September 2017 proclamation, nationals of Iran, Iraq, and Somalia
will be subjected to additional screening. The State Department has started doing the same for “applicant
populations warranting increased scrutiny.” 23 We do not yet know how these populations will be chosen, but
it is notable that the State Department estimates that 65,000 people annually will be subject to further scrutiny, 24
which is roughly the number of temporary visas granted in fiscal year 2016 to citizens of countries affected by
the first two Muslim ban executive orders. 25
Tagging individuals for additional scrutiny is not out of the ordinary in the visa process. But the context in
which extreme vetting has been introduced suggests that it may be a means of erecting barriers based on
stereotypes about Muslims rather than individualized assessments. Particularly troubling is the requirement that
visa applicants provide consular officers with extensive information about their online presence, such as their
social media handles. 26 There are serious questions about the effectiveness of this tool. Anyone seeking to avoid
scrutiny could easily erase their social media footprint. And interactions on platforms such as Facebook and
Twitter are notoriously open to misinterpretation – especially since they may be truncated, conducted via
symbols, and are context, culture and language specific. These types of checks do, however, undermine
fundamental freedoms of speech and faith, both of foreigners and their American friends, families and business
contacts. The collection of social media profiles also facilitates ideological profiling, 27 a practice that has been
rejected by Congress as contrary to American ideals and dismissed by experts as ineffective.
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Analysis of social media profiles will not be limited to groups identified as particularly risky: DHS is in the
process of developing the requirements for an automatic screening system that will continuously analyze a
multitude of databases, including those containing social media information, to evaluate such subjective
characteristics as whether a traveler is likely to “becom[e] a positively contributing member of society.” 28 Not
only is this proposition of dubious efficacy, it raises loud alarm bells about privacy, free speech, and
discrimination.
Making our already stringent visa regime more “extreme” also carries significant economic and cultural costs.
It dampens international travel, which accounts for billions of dollars in revenue, both from travelers from the
countries directly affected and others. Already, the Commerce Department is reporting a 4.2 percent drop in
international visitors to the U.S. in the first quarter of 2017 compared to the first quarter of 2016.29 While it is
impossible to say definitively that this was caused by the administration’s anti-foreigner policies and rhetoric,
this inference hardly seems like a “reach.” 30
Clamping down on travel will also choke off the free exchange of ideas and interaction with the world that are
hallmarks of a successful and open democratic society. Anecdotal reports suggest that visiting the U.S. is
becoming more difficult. A trade summit at the University of Southern California intended to boost business
ties between America and Africa had no Africans – all 60 of those scheduled to participate were denied visas. 31
A gathering at the University of Wisconsin had to be canceled for the same reason. 32 An all-girls robotics team
from Afghanistan and a women’s soccer team from Tibet, both registered to participate in events intended to
foster cross-cultural understanding, were denied visas. 33 There are many other such stories that show how travel
restrictions undermine American interests and values. 34 If American universities are to be beacons of innovation
and the exchange of ideas, they need to be able to welcome people from across the globe; if American values
include gender equality, as the Muslim ban executive orders themselves state, 35 the country should welcome
aspiring women engineers and athletes; if America values economic growth, it needs to foster international
business partnerships and science and technology learning. This is all to say that the national interest is not
served by a reflexive ratcheting up of visa requirements, but requires a thoughtful evaluation of the range of
interests at stake.
***
This report exposes the stereotypes and discriminatory intent underlying the Trump administration’s push for
travel bans and extreme vetting and highlights the dangers of such a policy. It begins in Part I by using empirical
evidence to debunk the administration’s claim that foreign nationals who slip through the visa process pose a
serious terrorism risk in the U.S. It demonstrates that the U.S. strictly controls who comes into the country,
outlining the demanding process for obtaining a visa to travel to the U.S. and the robust national security
safeguards that are part of the visa issuance process. As the chart below shows, citizens from about 80 percent
of the countries in the world require visas to visit the United States. 36 Only visitors from a few, wealthy countries
that are U.S. allies, such as the United Kingdom, Japan, Chile, and Australia, do not have to obtain a visa to
enter the U.S.
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This report focuses on the procedures for issuing
temporary – or “nonimmigrant” – visas for
travelers such tourists, students, and
businesspeople. The screenings for obtaining a
permanent visa or refugee status are even more
rigorous, and continue to be supplemented as
part of extreme vetting. 37 Part II analyzes the
most recent ban and the Trump administration’s
vetting plans, demonstrating how they reflect
harmful stereotyping that implements President
Trump’s agenda of choking off travel from many
parts of the world. This section explains the
contradictions and deficiencies in the
administration’s stated justification for the
September 2017 ban, and also details initiatives to
incorporate social media and automated vetting as
part of the visa process, arguing that there is little
evidence of their effectiveness and considerable
evidence suggesting that they will trample on free
speech and privacy norms. In Part III, the report
discusses the myriad other costs of making travel
to the U.S. more difficult, such as damage to our economy, values, and culture. The report concludes that the
U.S. already rigorously vets those seeking to travel to the country and that measures such as travel bans and
“extreme vetting” are both unnecessary and harmful.

I.

TERRORISM THREAT AND EXISTING VETTING

Despite the president’s claims to the contrary, the numbers show that the threat of terrorism in the United
States from foreign-born persons is very small and the country’s visa vetting system is one of the world’s most
rigorous.

a. EXAGGERATED CLAIMS OF TERRORISM THREAT FROM FOREIGN BORN PERSONS
Figure 1 from the Cato Institute shows vividly that murders by foreign-born terrorists are so small in number
that, with the exception of the 9/11 attacks, they are functionally counted as zero. 38
Indeed, over the past ten years, Americans have been more than ten times as likely to be buried alive or die in
a lightning strike than to die in a terrorist attack perpetrated by a foreign-born terrorist on U.S. soil. 39
The Cato Institute study also shows that tightening visa vetting mechanisms would not have stopped four out
of five total foreign-born terrorists who have successfully carried out deadly attacks on U.S. soil since September
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11, 2001. 40 Four were U.S.
Figure 1 – U.S. Murder
permanent
residents
or
Born Terrorism
citizens who perpetrated
attacks years after entering the
country, meaning that entry
screening would have been
unlikely to catch their
intentions
to
commit
violence. 41 Only Tashfeen
Malik – who, along with her
husband killed 14 people and
injured 22 others in San
Bernardino – entered the U.S.
not long before perpetrating
an attack. 42 Stepping back and
looking at all domestic
terrorist attacks committed by
foreigners in the U.S. between
1975 and the end of 2015,
Cato’s analysis of cases shows
that 7.38 million visas were
issued for every one issued to
a terrorist, amounting to a near-zero 0.0000136 percent of visas. 43

Rates, Excluding Foreign-

Despite this empirical record, Executive Order 13780 (the second version of the Muslim ban) made the
unsupported claim that “[s]ince 2001, hundreds of persons born abroad have been convicted of terrorism-related
crimes in the United States.” 44 The only two examples cited in the order demonstrate the paucity of evidence.
The first involved two Iraqi refugees who, after coming to the U.S., pled guilty to using improvised explosive
devices against U.S. troops in Iraq and attempting to support Al Qaeda efforts to kill U.S. soldiers in Iraq. 45
They were never implicated in possible attacks on U.S. soil, and did not pose a risk of the type from which the
order seeks to protect – domestic attacks committed by foreigners. The second example involved a person who
came to the U.S. as a child and decided to engage in terrorist activities as an adult, for which a lack of screening
cannot account. 46 Indeed, a DHS intelligence assessment found that most foreign-born terrorists turned to
violence more than a decade after coming to the U.S., “limiting the ability of screening and vetting officials to
prevent their entry because of national security concerns.” 47
The administration has not put forward even a modicum of evidence for its claims that foreigners pose a
significant threat to America within its borders. Terrorism – though understandably fear-inducing – remains a
rare form of violence in the U.S. Foreign-born perpetrators are even more rare. This at least in part because, as
described below, the U.S. has one of the strictest visa vetting regimes in the world.

b. STRICT VETTING FOR VISAS
As anyone who has applied for a visa to the United States can attest, gaining permission to enter the country is
not easy. Experts routinely rate the U.S. visa system as one of the toughest in the world, 48 and people have long
complained that it is a slow and expensive process. 49
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The process starts by filling out the Form DS-160, which asks for a range of biographical information and
contains background and security questions. Applicants must also provide fingerprints and a photograph. Some
of the materials and information required to assemble a visa application are shown in Table I below.

Table I: Visa Application: Supporting Documents and Questions50
Biographic and
Biometric Information

Supporting
Documentation
(Recommended)

Security Questions
(examples)

Names and aliases

Passport

Home address and address in the
U.S.

Proof of travel plans (event
invitation, itinerary)

“Have you ever or do you intend to
provide financial assistance or other
support to terrorists or other terrorist
organizations?”

Home / work / cell phone numbers;
email address

Family documents
(photographs, family tree,
marriage and birth certificates)

Travel information (including
purpose of trip, U.S. address, source
of funding for trip, details on last five
U.S. trips, five years’ foreign travel
history)
Contacts in the U.S. for identity
verification purposes.
Family information (includes parents’
and spouse’s names, dates of birth,
U.S. residency status)
Work / education / training
information (primary occupation,
employer, work address, salary,
description of duties, five years’
employment history, education
history from middle school)

Proof of employment and
financial viability (letter from
employer, business registration,
pension book, income tax
returns, bank statements)
Proof of property ownership in
home country (deeds, mortgage
papers, photographs)

“Have you committed, ordered,
incited, assisted, or otherwise
participated in extrajudicial killings,
political killings, or other acts of
violence?”
“Are you coming to the United States
to engage in prostitution or unlawful
commercialized vice or have you been
engaged in prostitution or procuring
prostitutes within the past 10 years?”
“Are you or have you ever been a drug
user or addict?”
“Do you have a communicable disease
of public health significance such as
tuberculosis (TB)?”
“Have you ever been arrested or
convicted for any offense or crime,
even though subject of a pardon,
amnesty, or similar action?”

Ten fingerprints; photograph

Applicants then face a considerable legal hurdle under the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), 51 the statute
governing visa issuance. They must prove a negative: A temporary visa applicant is “presumed to be an
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immigrant” – that is, someone who would stay
in the U.S. permanently – unless they
affirmatively convince a consular officer that
this is not the case. 52 To overcome this
presumption, a visa applicant must marshal
extensive evidence to prove that they have
every incentive to return to their home
country. Such evidence includes: proof of
income and property ownership; proof of
business ownership, or assets; proof of
employment; proof of immigration or visa
status in the country where they are residing;
and travel itinerary or other explanation of the
planned trip. 53
Consular officers probe – asking for additional
documentation when appropriate – applicants’
reasons for wanting to visit the U.S. as well as
for other possible causes under the INA for
denying a visa, which are formally called
“Grounds for Inadmissibility.” These are used
to exclude people, for example, with certain
medical conditions as well those who have a
criminal history, are likely to become a public
charge or work without proper certification,
or, as discussed in Section II, pose a national
security risk. 54
In sum, potential visitors who come from one
of the over 100 countries whose citizens must
obtain a visa cannot travel to the U.S. on a
whim. They must meet the INA’s strict
criteria, plan far in advance, and obtain
materials in support of their visa applications
from a range of sources. Even if they do all
that, their application can be denied simply for
“fail[ure] to establish to the satisfaction of the
consular officer [eligibility] to receive a visa.” 55

c. INTENSIVE NATIONAL SECURITY
CHECKS
National security plays a critical role in the
process of deciding whether to grant an
individual permission to travel to the U.S.
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Consular officers screen all visa applicants against a range of U.S. government and international databases
containing voluminous law enforcement, intelligence, and immigration holdings, including classified
information, to verify their identity and assess whether they pose a security risk.56 According to the Migration
Policy Institute, “non-citizens are [now] screened at more intervals, against more databases, which contain more
detailed data, than ever before.” 57 Table II below lists some of the databases consulted to vet visa applicants.

Table II: National Security Screening Databases
Kingfisher

Consular Lookout and Support System
(CLASS), Consular Consolidated Database
(CCD), & Other Checks

Pre-Adjudicated
Threat Recognition
Intelligence
Operations Team
(PATRIOT) 58

Introduced by the
National
Counterterrorism
Center 59

All applicants are run through CLASS; 62 consular
officer receives printout of CLASS results prior to
applicant’s interview

DHS-run vetting
program used at the
approximately 30
diplomatic outposts in
25 countries where
DHS agents are posted.
Will screen all nonimmigrant visa
applications submitted
online prior to
adjudication when fully
implemented.

Checks all visa
applicants against the
U.S. government’s
central repository of
classified holdings on
known or suspected
terrorists, such as the
Terrorist Identities
Environment
(“TIDE”) 60
Consular officer receives
“red” (positive match)
or “green” (no match)
light. If KFE returns
red, a Security Advisory
Opinion – or
interagency review
involving the NCTC,
DHS, FBI, and others –
must be requested. 61

CLASS checks against information submitted by the
DHS, FBI, DEA, and other agencies, as well as against
non-classified records from the Terrorist Screening
Database (commonly referred to as the “Watchlist”),
which has data on known or suspected terrorists
submitted from across the U.S. government 63
CLASS also runs checks against biographic and
biometric data held in the CCD, which contains
records of all visa applications from the mid-1990s.
The CCD has contained photos of all applicants since
2001, and ten finger scans of all applicants since 2007.
The database includes over 140 million records. 64
Applicants’ personal information and fingerprints are
run against various law enforcement biometric
databases, including: DHS’s IDENT, and the FBI’s
NGI, those agencies’ primary suppositories of
biometric information, with millions of records.
Applicant photos are compared to the FBI’s
photographic database on known or suspected
terrorists. 65

Integrates resources
from ICE, CBP,
Department of State,
and the intelligence
community to screen
applicants prior to the
visa interview stage.
Potential derogatory
matches are investigated
by on site DHS
personnel.

An important element of this identity verification and threat detection process is the use of biometric
information collected from applicants. 66 Biometric information – such as fingerprints, facial images, and iris
scans – is unique to individual travelers and difficult to forge, which makes it a better way to confirm identity
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than biographic information (such as names, birthdays, and addresses).67 Since 2002, people wanting to come
to the U.S. have had to include with their visa application ten fingerprints and a photograph, which are then
integrated into their visa if they are issued one. 68 As with biographic information, biometric information is
compared to the extensive information contained in federal government databases. For example, a consular
officer running standard checks will be notified if an applicant’s fingerprints matched those from an ongoing
Department of Defense criminal investigation or a known terrorist safe house. 69
Biometric material is not the only additional information on travelers now available to immigration enforcement
officials. Cross-border intelligence and data sharing efforts have been significantly stepped up since 2001. Under
the EU-US Passenger Name Record (PNR) agreement, for example, DHS receives flight reservation data
collected by airlines operating between the U.S. and Europe, including biographical information, contacts, credit
cards, and baggage information. 70 This information is not only used at the time of travel, but is distributed
through DHS systems that are used to evaluate visa applicants. 71
Applicants tagged for further scrutiny – either on the basis of their interview with a consular officer or because
their names have been flagged through one of these security screenings – are subjected to a Security Advisory
Opinion (SAO), or administrative review, a multi-agency security review coordinated by the State Department
in Washington, D.C. During this review, the visa application is put on hold until the SAO process is completed
and renders approval or rejection. 72 According to the State Department, most security reviews are resolved –
one way or another – within 60 days, with the caveat that “the timing will vary based on individual circumstances
of each case.” 73 Practitioners generally advise clients that SAOs can take months to clear, with terrorism-related
reviews taking from 10 - 14 weeks, or even longer to process. 74
In recent years, visa processing has become more
automated. The “Kingfisher Expansion” program,
launched in 2013, allows officials to check
application
information
against
classified
government holdings, directly from any given
consular outpost. The official submits a “vetting
package” electronically, and the system checks it
against databases like the Terrorist Identities
Datamart Environment (TIDE), “the US
Government’s central repository on international
terrorist identities,” 75 without the State
Department in Washington, D.C., having to act as
an intermediary. The system simply responds with
either a “red light” or “green light,” indicating
whether further review is necessary. 76

Figure 2 – Refusal Rate for Tourist
and Business Visas 2016
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The system as currently configured already
results in visas being denied to nationals of
countries targeted by the administration’s
Muslim ban at very high rates, as Figure 2
shows. 88 In other words, they are already being
subjected to extraordinary scrutiny.

d. IN-PERSON VETTING: THE VISA
INTERVIEW
After an applicant’s materials are processed,
consular officers conduct in-person interviews,
which the State Department’s Foreign Affairs
Manual calls “the most significant part of the
visa issuing process.” 89 The interview is a fraud
prevention mechanism, designed to help catch
relevant facts that applicants may be
concealing. 90 The “vast majority of visa
applicants” are interviewed; waivers are only
available (although not necessarily granted) for
those younger than 14 or older than 79; those
seeking to renew visas that expired less than 12
months ago; and persons traveling as diplomats
or officials of international organizations. 91
Consular officers receive extensive (and
continuing) training on how to conduct
interviews and review applications effectively
with a “strong emphasis on border security.” 92
Among other things, they must review
interview case studies in which they critique
recorded interviews and simulate their duties;
they must be generally familiar with the culture
and speak the language of the country where
they are stationed; and they must have a Top
Secret security clearance. 93 Officers may ask
“all sorts of questions about the applicant’s
personal situation and are trained to …detect
signs of emotion or nervousness that may
indicate deception,” and have access to
extensive
information obtained from background

Banning Muslims: Ten Trump Statements 77
1.

“Donald J. Trump is calling for a total and
complete shutdown of Muslims entering the
United States” 78

2. “It’s not unconstitutional keeping people out…
Because look, we are at war with radical
Islam.” 79
3. “The Muslim ban is something that in some
form has morphed into extreme vetting for
certain areas of the world.” 80
4. “It’s an expansion… People were so upset
when I used the word Muslim… I’m talking
territory instead of Muslim.”81
5. “Nor can we let the hateful ideology of Radical
Islam – its oppression of women, gays,
children, and nonbelievers – be allowed to
reside or spread within our own countries.”82
6. “I think Islam hates us… And we can’t allow
people coming into this country who have this
hatred of the United States and of people who
are not Muslim.” 83
7. “We’re having problems… with Muslims
coming into the country” 84
8. On banning Muslim immigration” “You know
my plans all along. I’ve proven right.” 85
9. Executive Order 13,769 is “a new vetting
measure to keep radical Islamic terrorists out of
the United States of America”86
10. “When [Mr. Trump] first announced it, he said,
‘Muslim ban.’… He said, ‘Put a commission
together. Show me the right way to do it
legally.’” 87

investigations to facilitate the applicants’ provision of “full and frank” information relevant to the visa
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application. 94
If an applicant is denied a visa at the end of this long process, they generally have no recourse – the doctrine
of consular non-reviewability forecloses judicial review in almost all cases. 95
Trump has advocated for “extreme vetting” based on the notion that the rigorous screening systems described
above are inadequate to protect the American homeland from “Radical Islamic Terrorism.” 96 This is wrong.
As explained above, the U.S. visa regime is extremely rigorous and particularly since the 9/11 attacks has
included extensive national security safeguards. The proof is in the pudding: terrorism by foreign-born persons
on U.S. soil is very rare.
II.

THE “MUSLIM BAN” AND “EXTREME VETTING”

Trump’s promises of a “Muslim ban” and “extreme vetting” are closely intertwined. The early versions of the
Muslim ban have been replaced by a new, indefinite iteration, issued on September 24, 2017. It is the result of
a review process, which examined whether countries adequately cooperate with the U.S. to confirm the
identities of those applying for visas or other immigration benefits and provide information necessary to assess
whether such individuals pose “a security or public-safety threat,” as well as a generalized “risk assessment.” 97
While secure identity documents, information sharing, and counterterrorism cooperation have long been goals
of the U.S. government, the Trump administration’s initiative departs from previous efforts by imposing blunt
sanctions in the form of near categorical bans. Moreover, the result of the review largely replicated earlier
iterations of the Muslim ban, raising obvious questions about the administration’s selective application of
malleable criteria.
“Extreme vetting” has also begun and is slated for discriminatory application. 98 Whereas the existing screening
system has generally used individualized assessments to identify people subject to further scrutiny, 99 the Trump
administration has made clear that it will use vetting to target particular nationalities, such as Iraqis, Somalis
and Yemenis, as shown in Table III below.100 In addition, expanded efforts to collect social media data from
selected people – especially coupled with DHS’s reported plan to analyze all publicly available information on
travelers, both potential and actual, and assess them using vague and subjective criteria – only amplify concerns
that the visa issuance process will become systematically infused with religious and ideological biases.

a. IDENTITY VERIFICATION, INFORMATION SHARING, AND THE MUSLIM BAN 3.0
The declared aim of the Trump administration’s “worldwide review” of vetting procedures was to have
countries across the globe help the U.S. better screen visa applicants. 101 But in practice, it has led to yet another
iteration of the Muslim ban, and a continuation of the same discriminatory policy.
The United States has long encouraged countries to comply with internationally accredited technical standards
for issuing travel documents, sharing available information on people who are or may be public safety threats,
and answering questions about domestic counterterrorism policies. 102 The United Nations and INTERPOL,
with leadership from the U.S., have guided these types of passport security and information sharing
initiatives. 103 Increasing compliance with the standards put forward by the International Civil Aviation
Organization (“ICAO”), for example, has been a long-held policy goal of the U.S. government. 104 The ICAO
standards require that: (1) countries issue “ePassports” that are biometrically capable, meaning they support
identity verification linked to features unique to individual people – such as facial images or fingerprints – that
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are hard to forge; and (2) submit information authenticating those passports to the ICAO’s central database
which can be used by other countries to better identify forgeries. 105
Such efforts are not without their critics, 106 but they rest on agreement among many governments and
international agencies on the need to improve systems for verifying identity and preventing passport fraud. 107
Currently, more than 100 countries issue ePassports, and 58 participate in the database. 108 The costs of
switching from traditional to biometric passports can be substantial, 109 however, and other factors – such as
lack of capacity or conflict – may make it difficult for countries to participate in these systems. Of the countries
from which President Trump has banned travel, however, only Syria and Yemen do not issue ePassports. 110
Iran already participates in the ICAO database. 111
The Trump administration also wants countries to regularly report lost and stolen travel documents to
INTERPOL’s Stolen and Lost Travel Document Database (SLTD). 112 All 190 INTERPOL-member countries
can report these documents through their National Central Bureaus – which theoretically link local law
enforcement to the INTERPOL network. 113 The Obama administration too was concerned about improving
reporting. 114 However, this is not an easy task. 115 Some countries have not committed to doing so and even
the efforts of participating countries are hampered by a “lack of connection…between law enforcement …[and]
border control authorities… [and the] cost of deployment and existing IT infrastructure.” 116 Additionally, the
Trump administration would require countries to share criminal records as well as data on known or suspected
terrorists. 117 Commonly, such information sharing is governed by bilateral agreements, 118 several of which have
been operational. 119 According to DHS, these exchanges have been helpful for crime fighting and identifying
“prospective travelers who may pose a risk to the United States.” 120
Once again, better information sharing and reporting on lost and stolen passports are longstanding U.S. foreign
policy goals. Indeed, all countries from which visa-free travel to the U.S. is allowed must conform to these
requirements, although they do not always fully meet all of them. 121 But never has non-compliance with these
types of requirements triggered a broad travel ban. 122 Such blunt restrictions raise several serious concerns.
First, by totally banning immigrant visas from seven countries, the administration is departing from a longstanding priority of U.S. visa policy which is reflected in the Immigration and Nationality Act: the re-unification
of families. 123 A large proportion of immigrant visas are issued to family members of Americans.124 In fact, an
earlier Supreme Court ruling ruling on the Muslim ban enjoined the government from enforcing it against
individuals who have “bona fide” relationships in the United States, including close family members of citizens
and legal permanent residents. 125 In doing so, the Court recognized the delay of entry into the country as a legal
harm to U.S. family members. 126
The September 2017 proclamation suggests that people admitted to the country based on familial ties “may
present national security or public-safety concerns that may be distinct from those admitted as nonimmigrants,”
because they have “more enduring rights” and are “more difficult to remove…even after national security
concerns arise.” 127 This is a facially implausible justification. If the concern were truly about the lack information
available to identify and vet visa applicants, then that concern would be at its lowest ebb with respect to
immigrant visas, which generally require sponsorship by a U.S. citizen, permanent resident, or employer. The
U.S. sponsor must submit reams of documentation and paperwork 128 – requirements to which the Trump
administration has added substantially 129 – in order to verify their relationship with the applicant. 130 In other
words, visa officers already have extensive information that allows them to establish the identity of those
applying for immigrant visas.
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Table III: Impact of September 2017 Proclamation
Country

Immigrants

Business Visitors

Tourists

Students

Chad

Banned

Banned

Banned

As before

Iran

Banned

Banned

Banned

Will be subject to
"enhanced screening
and vetting"

Libya

Banned

Banned

Banned

As before

North Korea

Banned

Banned

Banned

Banned

Syria

Banned

Banned

Banned

Banned

Venezuela

As before

Banned: government
officials involved in
screening and vetting
procedures and
immediate family
members

Banned: government
officials involved in
screening and vetting
procedures and
immediate family
members

As before

Yemen

Banned

Banned

Banned

As before

Somalia

Banned

"Subject to additional
scrutiny"

"Subject to additional
scrutiny"

"Subject to additional
scrutiny"

Iraq

will be "subject to
additional
scrutiny"

"subject to additional
scrutiny"

"subject to additional
scrutiny"

"subject to additional
scrutiny"

Second, just because countries do not meet a specific prescribed standard – say they fail to report lost or stolen
documents to INTERPOL’s SLTD – does not necessarily mean that permitting their nationals to enter the
U.S. will create serious national security risks. As discussed in Section I above, and shown in Table I, a
substantial amount of information is already collected from every visa applicant to corroborate their identity,
both in the form of biometric data (fingerprints and photographs) and background information (travel, address,
employment, or financial history, including corroborating documentation). Indeed, empirical analysis has found
no evidence that “lack of reliable information from … governments … has caused higher rates of terrorismrelated crimes from [Muslim ban] countries. 131

Finally, there is little doubt that the criteria for deciding which countries to blacklist have been selectively
applied. Banning travel for non-compliance with identity verification protocols, for example, would have
devastating economic and diplomatic consequences if applied equally to all countries. For example, China,
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India, and Indonesia comprise about 40 percent of the world’s population but contribute very little data to the
INTERPOL database on stolen and lost passports. 132 Even developed European countries that participate in
the Visa Wavier Program struggle to comply with their information sharing obligations.133 And U.S. officials
recognize that the “standards are so high that most countries won’t meet them.” 134
Instead, as many experts feared, 135 the countries chosen for sanctions stemming from the “worldwide review”
seem to have been handpicked to meet other goals. Several anomalies in the proclamation – as well as its
ultimate impact – show why this is the case.
According to the proclamation, DHS initially identified 47 countries that were “inadequate” or “at risk” based
on their “identity-management protocols, information-sharing practices, and risk factors.” 136 “Engagement”
with these governments allowed DHS to whittle the list down to eight countries that did not meet its baseline
standards, but only seven of these countries became the target of broad travel bans. Iraq was not subject to a
ban due to diplomatic and military considerations. 137 In contrast, DHS found that Somalia did satisfy the
baseline requirements, but nonetheless recommended a travel ban. 138 This raises questions as to the extent to
which the process was manipulated, particularly given the president’s singling out of Somalis as posing a
terrorism threat. 139 The proclamation also claims that its restrictions on non-immigrant visas are “tailored” in
order to: 1) mitigate security threats; and 2) to recognize certain countries’ willingness to cooperate in U.S.
efforts to combat terrorism or to encourage improvements. 140 But as Table III shows, for five countries –
Chad, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Yemen – the restrictions are functionally the same. Tourists and business people
are forbidden, but students are allowed in. There is no explanation provided for why students might pose less
of a risk than other visitors. Perhaps an answer might be found in the success that states such as Hawaii and
Washington have enjoyed in asserting their interest in reeiving international students in their public univerisites,
but that hardly seems connected to the stated purpose of the order. 141
Leaving aside process, the practical effects of new travel ban bear a striking resemblance to its predecessor,
Executive Order 13780. Using 2016 data as a baseline, the current policy would ban 76% of nonimmigrant visa
applicants and 91% of immigrant visa applicants affected by the previous order. 142 The overlap is substantial
despite the inclusion of Chad and North Korea, which together only had 1,049 total visas of the kind affected
by sanctions issued in 2016 – tourist, business, and immigrant visas for Chad (940), and all visas for North
Korea (109). 143 Likewise, the addition of Venezuela does not meaningfully change the calculus because the
restrictions apply to government officials and their families, not ordinary applicants. 144
Far from being “tailored,” 145 these measures are – most charitably – a blunt instrument: the cloak of visa security
is being used as an excuse to ban citizens of a select group of Muslim countries, as the administration has been
trying to do since January 2017. The inclusion of non-Muslim states cannot erase the president’s oft-repeated
commitment to use extreme vetting as a way of keeping Muslims out of the United States.

b. IDENTIFYING APPLICANTS WARRANTING “ADDITIONAL SCRUTINY”
Trump’s recent proclamation prescribed additional visa vetting for nationals of Iran, Iraq, and Somalia. 146 Such
broad-brush scrutiny is not surprising because the administration’s extreme vetting initiative is premised on
identifying “populations” warranting additional vetting. 147 While consular officers have long collected
additional information when their interviews with visa applicants raised suspicions, or when a traveler’s name
was flagged by a security database, it appears that the State Department will now target populations, likely
identified by their shared religion – with national origin or ideology used as a proxy.
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While the State Department has stated that travelers will be vetted “based on individual circumstances and
information they provide,” 148 the most recent proclamation shows that the U.S. will subject entire countries to
this regime. Even before the September proclamation was issued, the State Department estimated that the new
rules would affect 65,000 people. 149 This number closely tracks the roughly 68,000 nonimmigrant visas issued
in 2016 to nationals of the seven countries included in the first travel ban (Executive Order 13769), as shown
in Figure 3 below. 150 It also aligns with the 66,000 such visas that would have been affected by the proclamation
were it applied in 2016. 151 In addition, the Department’s first attempt at implementing these requirements –
which was halted due to ongoing litigation – directed consular officials to implement these measures to all
nationals of the initial Muslim ban countries.152 In sum, “populations warranting increased scrutiny” could
simply be code for people from Muslim countries or some subset thereof.
Notwithstanding Trump’s assumptions to
the contrary, such an approach is unlikely
Figure 3 – Number of Nonimmigrant and
to make us safer. There is no evidence that
Immigrant Visas Issued 2016
religion or national origin are indicative of
a propensity to terrorism. Writing in
opposition to the Muslim ban, more than
40 national security experts from across
the political spectrum argued that vetting
should be responsive to “specific, credible
threats
based
on
individualized
information,” not stereotypes of religions
or countries. 153 Even an analysis by
Trump’s own DHS found that citizenship
was an unreliable indicator of terrorism
threat, 154 a finding echoed by two federal
appeals courts in rejecting the security
rationale for Muslim ban Executive Order
proffered by the administration. 155 As has
been detailed in previous Brennan Center
reports, decades of counterterrorism
research has not been able to confirm traits
that could be used to identify people who have a propensity for terrorism. 156 Indeed, national security officials
have also warned that banning people from Muslim countries would have broader consequences, damaging the
“strategic and national security interests of the United States,” corroding relationships with allies and reinforcing
the terrorist propaganda. 157
The administration has argued that the Muslim ban was based on the Obama administration’s previous
identification of Iran, Iraq, Sudan, Syria, Libya, Somalia, and Yemen as “sources of terror.” 158 This is only half
true. Under Obama, a combination of legislative and executive action made it so people previously eligible for
visa-free travel to the U.S. who had traveled to Iran, Iraq, Sudan, Syria, Libya, Somalia, and Yemen on or after
March 1, 2011 were required to apply for visas to enter the U.S and therefore go through the same,
individualized vetting process through which citizens of non-visa waiver countries proceed. 159 Dual nationals
of Iran, Iraq, Sudan, and Syria were also required to obtain visas even if they held European passports. 160
Though not a blanket ban, this policy does discriminate solely on the basis of travelers’ links to predominantly
Muslim countries, and has been criticized for doing so. The E.U. considered a reciprocal measure to strip U.S.
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citizens’ visa-free travel privileges; 161 the technology industry has assailed it as discriminatory and bad for
business; 162 and prominent lawmakers, both Democratic and Republican, have censured the visa requirement
for dual nationals. 163 Nonetheless, it is notable that the change was, in some sense, a vote of confidence in the
existing visa vetting process, which was considered sufficiently robust to “help neutralize the threat from
foreign terrorists entering our country,” in the words of House Speaker Paul Ryan (R.- WI). 164
However Obama-era vetting policies came about, Trump is now president. And his Islamophobic statements
combined with circumstantial evidence of which affected “populations” will be chosen for additional scrutiny
give rise to a worry that the onerous and invasive requirements described in detail below will be applied
discriminatorily and to the likely detriment of national security.

c. WHAT IS “ADDITIONAL SCRUTINY”?

i.

BIOGRAPHICAL AND TRAVEL INFORMATION

Applicants falling within “populations” the Trump administration determines need additional scrutiny, as well
as visa applicants from Iran, Iraq, and Somalia, will be required to provide additional information including: 15
years’ worth of travel, address, and employment history; email addresses, and phone numbers; names of
siblings, children, former spouses not already provided; prior passport numbers; and details and documentation
on any travel to an area controlled by a terrorist organization. 165 These applicants will almost certainly be subject
to additional intensive interagency security reviews, which will, at the very least, delay visas for months on
end. 166
These new requirements would subject potential travelers to significant burdens. For example, gathering travel
information for the last 15 years – including details such as locations visited on trips, sources of funds for travel
to foreign, and even potentially domestic, locations, and corroborating documentation 167 – could require
weeks’ worth of time and substantial resources, involve tracking down accommodation and transportation
providers, and finding credible people to corroborate trip details. Nor is it clear that reaching so far back in
time would offer security benefits, particularly since many current terrorist threats like ISIS did not even emerge
until 2013. 168 Indeed, the questions for even a short visit to the U.S. require more personal information than
the forms required to get a Top Secret security clearance. 169
Two consequences of this policy are, however, clear. First, it will enable the collection of more information for
government databases, potentially for use in data mining, as discussed below. Second, it imposes a sufficiently
heavy burden that people wanting to come to the U.S. will find gathering required supplemental application
materials difficult, and many others will be discouraged from even applying for a visa.

ii.

SOCIAL MEDIA INFORMATION

The review of social media postings is increasingly touted as a tool for vetting those seeking to enter the U.S.
In 2016, DHS added an optional social media identifier field to the portal through which nationals of visa
waiver countries apply for entry into the U.S. It also ran a pilot program that screened the social media posting
of certain temporary visa applicants. 170 The new rules being implemented by the Trump administration require
those from “populations warranting additional scrutiny” to provide all social media platforms and identifiers
used over the last five years.171 Further, social media checks are required for people who have been in an area
at any time it was controlled by ISIS, or if a consular outpost suspects that an applicant may be linked to ISIS
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or another terrorist group. 172
The expansion of social media data collection is unsupported by evidence that it is a reliable means of
improving visa vetting. In fact, the DHS Office of Inspector General recently audited the Department’s
existing social media pilot programs to screen applicants for immigration benefits. Its report – titled “DHS’
Pilots for Social Media Screening Need Increased Rigor to Ensure Scalability and Long-term Success” – found
that DHS did not have sufficient metrics in place to measure the programs’ effectiveness. The Inspector
General concluded that the pilot programs provided little value for guiding the rollout of any departmentwide social media screening program. 173
Social media platforms amplify issues of subjectivity inherent in many human communications. This is for
two reasons. First, as with other communications, context is important. Both humans and computers have
trouble properly contextualizing social media communications in order to detect sarcasm or other features of
local parlance. 174 A few examples illustrate this problem. In 2012, a U.K. citizen was detained for hours at Los
Angeles International Airport and denied entry into the U.S. after telling a friend on Twitter, “[f]ree this week,
for quick gossip/prep before I go and destroy America,” slang for partying; he also said he would “dig[]
Marilyn Monroe up,” a reference to a popular television show. 175 Rap lyrics have been wrongly interpreted as
threatening messages in criminal cases.176 Further exacerbating these issues, officials will often be looking at
posts in different languages, governed by different linguistic conventions. 177 It is not obvious that computers
will fare better. For example, DHS’s foray into using tone analysis software to identify national security threats
has been questioned for defining terms statically, without accounting for historical or linguistic nuances. 178
Second, social media platforms contain many kinds of non-verbal communications: Facebook has “likes” and
other emoji reactions; Twitter users can “heart” or “re-tweet” communications.” There is no interpretive
consensus on whether many of these kinds of acts count as endorsements. 179 As the Brennan Center and 34
other civil rights and liberties groups explained in a letter to the State Department:
If a Facebook user posts an article about the FBI persuading young, isolated Muslims to make
statements in support of ISIS, and another user “loves” the article, is he sending appreciation that the
article was posted, signaling support for the FBI’s practices, or sending love to a friend whose family
has been affected? …
A similar dilemma infects Twitter … A user may click the heart simply to mark a post for later review,
but it could falsely signal to her followers – or more urgently, the U.S. government – that she agrees
with the sentiment expressed….
In light of the multitude of possible interpretations of both speech and non-verbal communication,
consular officers will be able to exercise enormous, unchecked discretion when it comes to assessing
foreign residents’ suitability to enter the country and quizzing them about the meaning and significance
of a range of expression.180
Beyond interpretative issues, the accumulation and analysis of social media information corrodes the
fundamental freedoms of speech and faith, as well as privacy. The State Department claims that it will not use
social media information to deny visas “based on...religion [or] political views.” 181 This seems like a rule that
begs to be broken. While social media can be used verify identity, it also easily reveals information on political
and religious views, as discussed further below. Anyone thinking of coming to the United States will almost
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certainly either refrain from expressing views on controversial political or religious matters or sanitize their
online personas. Such self-censorship should not be the end result of policies pursued by a democracy
committed to the values embodied in the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which guarantees “the right to freedom of expression,” including the
“freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds.” 182

d. IDEOLOGICAL VETTING
Social media analysis facilitates ideological vetting of visa applicants, which is a stated goal of the Trump
administration. During the election campaign Trump promised to bring back a Cold War style “ideological
screening test.” 183 At a Phoenix rally, he told the crowd that “extreme vetting” would make sure the U.S. only
accepts “the right people,” using “ideological certification to make sure that those we are admitting to our
country share our values and love our people.” 184 Trump’s many proclamations about Muslims leave no doubt
who he is targeting as being ideologically unfit to travel to the country and he has singled out “honor killings”
and discrimination on the basis of gender or sexual orientation as aspects of Islam that are incompatible with
American values. 185 The intention to use ideological tests is reflected in Trump’s executive orders implementing
the Muslim ban and triggering extreme vetting, and senior DHS officials have said they are working on such a
test.186
The original travel ban, Executive Order 13769, contained several coded references to Islam. For example,
among its stated goals was to exclude people who “would place violent ideologies over American law.” 187 This
is a reference to jihad (which is the “violent ideology” that is at the forefront of Trump’s counterterrorism
policy), 188 and it reflects the view held by fringe Islamophobes, many of whom have been permitted into
Trump’s inner circle, that Muslims cannot participate in democratic societies because they hold to a “higher
law.” 189 The order would have excluded those who perpetrated “honor killings” or would discriminate against
Americans on the basis of race, gender, or sexual orientation. 190 While all of these reprehensible attitudes can
be found in many countries, including the United States, in the Western imagination they are associated with
Islam. 191 The order also would have barred “those who persecute minority religions” and included a telling
carve out for non-Muslims, 192 provisions which track Trump’s frequent remarks about how badly Christians
are treated in Muslim countries. 193
The second version, Executive Order 13780, was designed to withstand obvious charges of anti-Muslim bias
that stymied the first version in court. It removed many of the references to Islam, suggesting that the White
House had at least some understanding that the stereotypes in the original version were objectionable. 194 But it
did not purge them entirely, retaining, for example, an instruction to the DHS Secretary to report on the number
of “honor killings” by foreigners in the U.S.195 Indeed, it seems almost certain that the first order reflects the
administration’s true intentions. As federal courts have noted in enjoining the second order, Trump has made
it obvious that the blatant discrimination that marked the first order also animates its successor. 196 The president
called the second order a “watered down, politically correct version,” and recently tweeted that the travel ban
should be “far larger, tougher, and more specific” than the one reflected in the
second order. 197 His senior advisor Stephen Miller went on record saying that it would achieve the “same basic
policy outcome.” 198
The ideological questions that the administration is reportedly considering asking visitors are in line with the
stereotypes about Muslims reflected in Trump’s public statements and Executive Order 13769. According to
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the Wall Street Journal, they “include how visa applicants view the treatment of women in society, whether they
value the ‘sanctity of human life’ and who they view as a legitimate target in a military operation.” 199
Ideological screening of the kind described above has a long history in U.S. immigration law, 200 elements of
which still persist. 201 But Congress has largely moved away from this tactic since 1990, when it unanimously
repealed broad ideological exclusions that permitted exclusion of those who “engage[d] in activities which
would be prejudicial to the public interest,” even through speech or writing. 202 Congress jettisoned ideological
vetting because it led to absurd exclusions – for example, author Graham Greene, comedian Charlie Chaplin,
novelist Gabriel Garcia Marquez, and Pierre Trudeau, who went on to become the Prime Minister of Canada
– and had come to be seen as incompatible with the American ethos. 203 In the words of Senator Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, who sponsored the repeal, ideological screening projected a “fearful, muddled, intimidated
citizen[ry],” inconsistent with the nature of the American body politic. 204
Fortunately, at least some lawmakers today remain concerned about these principles. Senator Claire McCaskill
questioned then-DHS Secretary John Kelly at length about the Department’s plans for ideological vetting and
expressed deep concern:
It seems to me we are signaling something that's very un-American to the rest of the world by
announcing this policy. Every ambassador in Washington read this article in The Wall Street Journal
yesterday and every ambassador in Washington called back to their country and said, listen to this,
they're going to start asking people for their social media password and about their ideology in America.
That is incredibly damaging, and all the bad guys are going to … just lie. I don't get how get we get
anything out of it. 205
In addition to conflicting with American values and legal norms, as former commissioner of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service, Doris Meissner has pointed out, ideological tests “have proven to be poorly
equipped to actually predict what people are going to do.” 206 This is unsurprising. Decades of empirical research
have shown that ideology is not a good predictor of violence. Many people hold views that can be described as
“extreme” and never act violently; the reverse is also true. 207 Moreover, as discussed above, figuring out the
nuances of what people think or believe is difficult, even with social media posts at our disposal. 208 Finally, as
noted previously, according to a DHS study, the few foreigners who do commit terrorist acts in the U.S. do so
years after coming to the country, so investigating their ideological proclivities is unlikely to identify threats. 209
Indeed, the law already contains robust mechanisms for identifying and excluding people who support terrorist
groups. In particular, the PATRIOT Act passed in the wake of the September 11 attacks provides that those
who “endorse[] or espouse[] terrorist activity or persuade[] others to endorse or espouse terrorist activity or
support a terrorist organization” can be barred from the country. 210 As part of the visa process, would-be
visitors are asked a number of questions aimed at surfacing links to violent behavior or terrorism. 211 If anything,
these and related PATRIOT Act amendments to the INA are overbroad,212 as Congress recognized in 2008,
when it made it easier for immigration authorities to grant discretionary waivers for their application. 213
Overall, ideological tests of the kind the Trump administration appears to embrace reflect the very worst of
extreme vetting. They infect policy decisions with religious stereotypes, while providing no identifiable benefits
to national security.
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e.

EXTREME VETTING BY ALGORITHM

Despite the president’s vocal support for extreme vetting of Muslims, the administration has sought to portray
its the measures as applying only to a limited set of people who require additional scrutiny. The State
Department claims that it will gather social media information from populations “warranting additional
scrutiny” that it estimates will include 65,000 people. Also, when the DHS Secretary was questioned about
reports of ideological screening, he insisted that such measures would only be applied to a very small number
of people.214
In fact, the administration is contemplating something that reaches much further – an automatic vetting system
that will ingest reams of information about all potential visitors from government databases and publicly
accessible platforms such as “media, blogs, public hearings, conferences, academic websites, social media
websites…radio, television, press, geospatial sources, internet sites.” 215 This would presumably include the
extensive biographical and biometric data collected from visa applicants, as well as any social media-related
information they provide. 216 According to the Statement of Objectives disclosed at a trade show, the system
should evaluate “an applicant’s probability of becoming a positively contributing member of society as well as
their ability to contribute to national interests,” 217 and whether they intended to commit a crime or terrorist
attack once they arrived here. 218 It would continue to monitor people even after they come to the U.S., at least
for the duration of their visit and potentially afterwards.
Even a cursory examination of the goals of this project demonstrates its fundamental flaws. First, the system is
meant to determine whether someone is probable to “positively contribut[e]” to society, “contribut[e] to the
national interest.” This element of screening was included in the first Muslim ban Executive Order, but
removed in its later version. 219 While the State Department perhaps has the authority to evaluate an individual
based on their ability to contribute to the national interest, that standard seems a poor one by which to appraise
to visitors, students, and businesspeople who are – by definition – only in the country for a limited period of
time. Moreover, the characteristics to be evaluated are subjective and political, not scientific. For example, a
transgender political activist seeking to attend a conference might be considered as adding value to U.S.
discourse by some and as inflammatory by others. Malleable concepts such as value to “society” and the
“national interest” could easily be used to keep out Muslims on the theory that they present a threat to American
values as this president and his inner circle clearly believe. 220 The fact that a computer conducts this assessment
does not mean the results will be objective.
Nor is there cause to believe that an automated system would be able to make accurate predictions about who
will commit a terrorist or criminal act at some point in the future. Attempts to predict criminality in the U.S.
typically rely on law enforcement records of arrests and crime as a proxy. Such data may not be available for
those applying for visas, and is in any event unreliable because it integrates and perpetuates existing biases in
policing. 221 Moreover, as experts have repeatedly explained, algorithms are not particularly good at predicting
rare events such as terrorism – they generate an unacceptably high rate of errors and should not be used to
make decisions that can have a serious impact on individuals’ lives. 222
Finally, ongoing monitoring of visitors to the United States will have tremendous impacts for constitutional
privacy and free speech rights. Everyone who is on United States territory is entitled to the same basic
constitutional protections, regardless of whether they are a citizen. 223 Such monitoring would threaten the rights
of Americans and visitors alike.
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In sum, the automatic social media monitoring being proposed by DHS seems to ignore serious issues of
effectiveness and principle.

III.

COSTS OF THE MUSLIM BAN AND EXTREME VETTING

This report has outlined how the U.S. already has one of the most restrictive visa systems in the world with
layers of national security checks, and that there is little evidence that banning travel or increasing the hurdles
to get a visa to come to the United States would have a measurable national security benefit. There is, however,
ample evidence that doing so would impose economic costs. And, travel policies and practices that functionally
discriminate on the basis of religion, national origin, or ideology would deal a punishing blow to the values that
define America. Simply put, a permanent regime of extreme vetting would stanch the flow of money and talent
into the United States and undermine the character of American democracy.

a. ECONOMIC COSTS
There is little doubt that restricting travel carries serious economic costs. 224 The United States welcomed more
than 180 million temporary visitors in 2015; 225 more than 10 million of them required visas to enter the
country. 226 Making it harder to get visas will discourage these people from traveling to the United States. But it
will also deter – and seemingly already is deterring – people who are not directly affected by visa policies but
are put off by the animus reflected in initiatives like the Muslim ban, extreme vetting, and the border wall. Less
travel to the United States means lost revenue, taxes, and jobs. 227 It also means less trade, less foreign direct
investment, and fewer scientific and cultural exchanges. 228
The vast majority of temporary visitors come to America for business or tourism. 229 They stay in hotels, eat at
restaurants, and buy things at stores, which in turn generates revenue, taxes, and jobs. In 2016, the United States
generated $247 billion from international travel. 230 The State Department estimates that one American job is
created for every 67 visitors to the country. 231
Other temporary visitors include university students, “specialty” workers under the H1-B program (popular in
Silicon Valley), as well as seasonal agricultural workers and intra-company transfers. 232 The benefits of such
visas are immense for American companies and universities seeking to attract top talent and compete globally. 233
Highly skilled immigrants boost the American economy by increasing innovation and productivity, which helps
create new jobs and new opportunities for expansion. 234 Indeed, the history of American innovation is
inevitably a history of American immigrants. More than 40% of Fortune 500 companies were founded by
immigrants or their children, including AT&T, Apple, Google, Intel, General Electric, Oracle, McDonald’s,
and eBay. 235 These quintessentially “American” companies owe their existence to immigrants who came to the
United States from countries like Syria and Iran, now targeted by President Trump’s travel ban. 236 Foreigneducated doctors fill significant gaps in the U.S health care system, treating sicker populations and producing
better health care outcomes than domestically educated doctors. 237
The decade after September 11 offers a cautionary tale on how extreme vetting could hurt the U.S. economy.
High security in the aftermath of attacks led to an immediate drop in travel, followed by a “lost decade” for the
travel and tourism industry due to strict new visa requirements, including mandatory in-person interviews. 238
According to the U.S. Travel Association, the post-September 11 rules led to 68 million potential visitors lost,
$509 billion in spending lost, and 441,000 jobs lost. 239 And impacts can be immediate: in just two days after
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Trump ordered the first Muslim ban in January 2017, the country’s major airlines lost nearly $5 billion in market
value due to worries about its effects. 240
On the flip side, easing travel restrictions has been shown to have significant benefits for the country. Under
the Visa Waiver Program, initiated under President Ronald Reagan in 1986, temporary visitors from 38 mainly
developed countries in Europe do not need a visa to enter the U.S. 241 The economic benefits of the waiver
program are well documented: the Department of Homeland Security estimates that travelers from visa waiver
countries spent about $84 billion on goods and services in FY 2014, or contributed almost $231 million per day
to economies around the country. 242
The September proclamation, as well as the general tenor of the president’s statements, makes it clear that travel
restrictions will have an outsized impact on Muslims. In the years immediately following September 11, visas
issued to visitors from predominantly Muslim countries dropped the most, 243 and early analysis of data suggests
such drops may again be occurring.244 State Department data shows that nonimmigrant visas from Arab nations
have declined by 16% in 2017 compared to last year; for the countries included in both previous Muslim bans
(Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen), that number is 44 percent. 245
Travel bans and extreme vetting may affect Muslim travelers most directly, but they are likely to cause ripple
effects that extend to international travel more generally. In September 2017, the Commerce Department
reported a drop of almost 700,000 international visitors in the first quarter of 2017, compared to the previous
year – with the largest drops coming from the Middle East and Africa. 246 Indeed, extreme vetting appears likely
to dampen all travel, 247 and like the post-September 11 decade, give the impression that America is closed for
business. 248
As a group of over 50 academic and scientific groups explained, the new visa policies promulgated by the State
Department would not only prevent specific individuals from coming to the United States, but their “undefined
and unclear” nature would have “negative indirect impacts in other areas” as well. “The amount of information
that could be collected, the lack of knowledge about what will be done with this additional information, and
concerns about their privacy may well lead many to look to other countries for scientific partnerships or higher
education pursuits.” 249 This would deprive the United States of a wealth of talent and opportunities for
collaboration in the fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, all of which are key drivers of
our economy. 250

b. COST TO AMERICAN VALUES
Visa rules that discriminate against visitors on the basis of religion or nationality will come at the cost of core
American values. An open society is central to our national character as a nation of immigrants. Freedom of
religion and equality are the basic building blocks of American democracy, drawing people from every corner
of the world for centuries.
While the American immigration system often does not live up to the nation’s highest ideals, it has trended
toward more openness and equality over time. 251 After World War II, Congress officially removed race-based
restrictions on immigration, even though it maintained a quota system with a heavy preference for western
Europeans.252 Beginning in the civil rights era, Congress began to eliminate national origin as criterion for
admission. In 1965, it eliminated the quota system and replaced it with a preference for skilled labor and family
unification, flatly rejecting discrimination based on “race, sex, nationality, place of birth, or place of
residence.” 253 This reform brought the country’s immigration laws in line with its “national history and ideals” 254
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and “manifested Congressional recognition that the maturing attitudes of our nation made discrimination on
these bases improper.”255 It also led to major demographic changes within the United States, as the next halfcentury saw a rise in immigration from Latin America and Asia. 256 Further reforms in 1990 and 2000 raised
immigration caps and increased the emphasis on skilled workers as advanced sectors of the economy grew. 257
By contrast, President Trump’s extreme vetting and travel ban initiatives come wrapped in fear-laden rhetoric
and are accompanied by support for anti-immigrant legislation, which aim to swing the pendulum back toward
a pre-civil rights era outlook. 258 Even career State Department officials criticized Trump’s executive orders.
Using a rare “dissent channel” to protest, the officials emphasized that, “We do not need to alienate entire
societies to stay safe. And we do not need to sacrifice our reputation as a nation which is open and welcoming
to protect our families.” 259
The travel ban and extreme vetting will undermine American values by conveying to the world that the United
States is no longer committed to openness and nondiscrimination. They will eat away at our national character
for the sake of speculative national security benefits. The fabric of America depends on equal treatment,
regardless of race, gender, ethnicity, national origin, and religion. And it depends on the Establishment Clause
to separate religion from the state, and the state from religion. Bans and overzealous vetting are unlikely to
provide additional security against terrorism, but will surely corrode the fundamental values that make America
strong and united, and undermine the country’s ability to foster contact, cordiality, and cooperation with people
across the globe. Like the quota system abandoned in 1965, they risk betraying “our basic American tradition” 260
by returning to “a cruel and enduring wrong in the conduct of the American Nation.” 261

CONCLUSION
Given the threat of terrorism, visa issuance decisions must, and do, include strong national security safeguards.
There is no evidence that the U.S. system is not up to the task. In fact, the number of attacks by foreign-born
terrorists in the U.S. is de minimis. Against this backdrop, the Trump administration is taking steps – such as
banning immigrants and visitors from mostly Muslim countries and identifying “populations” that will officially
be deemed risky – that emanate from the religious animus so often expressed by President Trump. This
approach, which is part and parcel of a broader anti-immigrant agenda, is inimical to American economic
interests and fundamental values. It should be rejected as both unnecessary and harmful.
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